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QUESTION 1

Which of the following modes of transportation is characterized as having the highest fixed cost and lowest variable
cost? 

A. Air 

B. Water 

C. Rail 

D. Pipeline 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A logistic team has developed new packaging for their best-selling product that reduces the packaging costs by 60%
and the overall package size by 25%. The material can no longer be stacked on pallets and must be shipped and stored
in non-stackable, returnable plastic bins. 

Which of the following statements bests represents the potential trade-offs of implementing this change? 

A. Higher labor costs, improved customer service, and no change in warehouse costs 

B. Higher labor costs, increase in warehouse costs, and an increase in transportation costs 

C. Improved customer service, increase in warehouse storage costs, and a decrease in transportation costs 

D. Decrease in warehouse costs, increase in transportation costs, and no change in customer service 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following facility location techniques is equivalent to a break-even point? 

A. Weighted-factor rating method 

B. transportation problem model 

C. Cost volume analysis 

D. Center-of-gravity method 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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A transportation manager is interested in selecting the optimal mode of transportation based on 3 key criteria: speed,
availability, and dependability. 

Which of the following modes best meets the criteria? 

A. Truck and rail 

B. truck and air 

C. Air and rail 

D. Air and ocean 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A corporation is projecting annual sales at $35 million, cost of goods sold (COGS) at $25 million, and administrative
expenses at $3 million. In order to meet its corporate inventory turns goal of 5.0, their inventory level must average: 

A. $4.4 million 

B. $5 million 

C. $7 million 

D. $7.6 million. 

Correct Answer: D 
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